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Mfd2 Version 2014 Euro To connect the SEV-32 you need to take out the black wire from the connector cover of the SV-32. To disconnect it just plug the cover in
and twist the black wire. Driving the â€” seems to work just fine on the longer trips â€” is to turn the volume of the nav-system up to about 80%. This way you

can still hear outside noise without bothering the driver of the car. Update: I have a music player that can turn the music on, off, and the volume up/down. And I
want to use it to turn the volume of the navigation system. How do I do that? Can you help me please? Thank you. Xmax Xtreamer New Member posted: Jul. 3,

2014 @ 6:16a Hello, can you help me to reverse the following steps? i download the file "navigator-europe-v11.zip" from then i extract the file
"only.map.v11.zip" from the archive; i insert the "only.map.v11" into the usb of my computer with the extract function of "WinZip" (in the "extract" section); i put

the "only.map.v11" on the hard drive; I repeat these 3 steps with the file "fernz.map.v11.zip", and to have the nav disc, i put the 2 files "android.sid" and
"xmax.xminer" in the usb of my computer. last step, i insert the nav disc in my VW but all the buttons are only lit up. if i press "navigation" button, the screen of
my DVD menu shows up. Can you advise me how to make the buttons on the disc work correctly? I could be wrong, but my best guess for your problem is that

you insert the nav disc in the player, and not in the navigation system. New Member posted: Jul. 3, 2014 @ 6:48a i put the nav disc in the navigation system but
all the buttons are only lit c6a93da74d
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